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listening, and this was in part the secret of bus charm, lie
influenced not only people who are easily susceptible to
suggestion, for lie did not i^rip his neighbours and force his
will upon them n$ did Bisnutrek and Crisp!, for instance, or
to-day Mussolini; he persuaded rather than convinced. 1 lis
darling erudition and eloquence were upt: to leave an atmo-
sphere of cold mist as soon us his mind was no longer there
to pierce it. Thus his influence was not always lasting, and
the enjoyment passed quickly when the conversation \vas
over.
It often appeared as though this usually cool-headed
German, phlegmatic especially in his political calculations^
regarded Italy with the feelings of a lover, so that in his
company Italians would sometimes forget that he was &
foreign representative at the Court of their king, Certainly
his tongue had not adapted itself to the country as had his
soul, whereas his Italian wife spoke German fluently, he,
the German, had not mastered the Italian language, and
used chiefly French. Yet he kept in touch not only with the
political trends, but also to some extent with the literature
of Italy. Of the earlier authors he had studied with special
interest a Florentine classic, not Dante Alighieri, but Niccolo
Macchiavelli, and not only the much read Principe* but also
the less known Discorsi sopra la prima dwadt di Titc Lwiti**
This work, in which the Florentine derives his political
theories from the history of ancient Rome, contains a chapter
on internal State government and another on external
success. It is an axiom of the great MaccHavelli that in its
inclinations, passions and capabilities human nature remains
always the same.
This trend of thought had to some extent left its mark
upon the German. He developed gradually a cult of the
national idol of Italy, MacchiavcllL For this,, moreover, he
had been prepared by his admiration for Bismarck, save that
in recent times the German Macchiayelli differed from the
revised Italian edition of the age of Victor Emmanuel II andl
Victor Emmanuel III. In Germany, at any tate in Bismarck's
day, three wars which were wanted had been engineered with
circumspect diplomacy and won by Getmany's own military
strength, so that the success was commensurate with the
objective, It was otherwise in Italy, whete battles were

